The following marriage records have been transcribed by the Dickinson County Genealogical Society from the County Clerk's Office, Menominee County Courthouse, Menominee, Michigan. Information is recorded in the following order: volume, page, number of license, name of groom, date of marriage, place of marriage, residence of groom, age of groom, birthplace of groom, occupation of groom, names of groom's parents (if included), name of bride, residence of bride, birthplace of bride, occupation of bride, names of bride's parents (if included), name of official performing the marriage, name and residence of witnesses, date of record. Names appear as written. When illegible, possible alternate spellings are given. The correct spelling of a surname known to have been misspelled appears in brackets.

Volume A-B, Page 99, Number 45: Olson, Charles; 2 April 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 24; Sweden; miner; not given; Norlin, Maria; Vulcan, Mich.; 25; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustav Edgren; Charley Anderson and Justina Norlin, both of Vulcan, Mich.; 7 April 1887

Volume A-B, Page 99, Number 46: Anderson, Johannes; 26 March 1887; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 33; Sweden; miner; not given; Hellman, Selma Eleon; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; John Farm and Carl Fred Ramstrom, both of Norway, Mich.; 7 April 1887

Volume A-B, Page 100, Number 47: Buzzo, Fred S.; 15 January 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 18; America; miner; not given; Bray, Harriet; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 16; America; not given; not given; H.M. Tyndall; Jas. Bennett and Mrs. Delia Bennett, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 9 April 1887

Volume A-B, Page 100, Number 48: Eames, Horace F.; 7 April 1887; Waucedah, Mich.; Waucedah, Mich.; 27; Canada; physician and surgeon; not given; Baker, Emma F.; Egg Harbor, Wis.; 22; America; not given; not given; S.P. Saxton; P.J. Gates and Mrs. P.J. Gates, both of Waucedah, Mich.; 11 April 1887

Volume A-B, Page 100, Number 52: O'Connor, James B.; 28 February 1887; Norway, Mich.; Menominee County, Mich.; 24; Canada; lumberman; not given; Davis, Maggie M.; Menominee, Mich.; 16; America; not given; not given; Thomas Hay; Ambrose Phelps and R.E. Davis, both of Norway, Mich.; 16 April 1887

Volume A-B, Page 100, Number 53: Denis, Victor; 12 February 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 27; Bulgaria; miner; not given
Gauther [Gauthier - ?], Mary; Norway, Mich.; 21; America; not given; not given; Thomas Hay; Felix Peret and Joseph Denis, both of Norway, Mich.; 16 April 1887

Volume A-B, Page 100, Number 54: Magnuson, Alfred; 5 March 1887 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; not given; Swenson, Carlotta; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; not given; not given; Otto Hogfeldt; C.A. Carlson and Anna Petterson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19 April 1887
The following marriage records have been transcribed by the Dickinson County Genealogical Society from the County Clerk's Office, Menominee County Courthouse, Menominee, Michigan. Information is recorded in the following order: volume, page, number of license, name of groom, date of marriage, place of marriage, residence of groom, age of groom, birthplace of groom, occupation of groom, names of groom's parents (if included), name of bride, residence of bride, birthplace of bride, occupation of bride, names of bride's parents (if included), name of official performing the marriage, name and residence of witnesses, date of record. Names appear as written. When illegible, possible alternate spellings are given. The correct spelling of a surname known to have been misspelled appears in brackets.

Volume A-B, Page 100, Number 55: **Rundberg, John Alf.**; 12 February 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; miner; not given; **Carlson, Linda Louisa**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; not given; not given; Otto Hogfeldt; **U.A. Nelson** and **Emily Aundberg**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19 April 1887


Volume A-B, Page 101, Number 73: **Slmiger/Slwiger, Edwin J.**; 19 February 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Mastodon, Iron County, Mich.; 32; America; laborer; not given; **Lozo, Josie**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Canada; not given; not given; H.M. Tyndall; **Samuel Arcand** and **Rosalie Arcand**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 7 May 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 77: **Johanson, Johan**; 30 April 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 26; Sweden; miner; not given; **Erickson, Hilda**; Vulcan, Mich.; 22; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; **John Farm** and **Anna Erickson**, both of Norway, Mich.; 13 May 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 78: **Anderson, Carl Johan**; 8 April 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 33; Aland, Finland; miner; not given; **Karlson, Julia Karolina**; Norway, Mich.; 24; Aland, Finland; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; **John Evert Anderson** and **Julia Person**, both of Norway, Mich.; 13 May 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 79: **Gustafson, Edward**; 7 May 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 20; Finland, miner; not given; **Kock, Ulrika**; Norway, Mich.; 17; Finland; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; **Herman Gustafson** and **Johanna Sofia Gustafson**, both of Norway, Mich.; 13 May 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 80: **Johnson, Magnus**; 12 May 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 25; Sweden; miner; not given;
**Erickson, Carolina;** Norway, Mich.; 22; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; **John Fred Lofstrom and Maria Lofstrom,** both of Norway, Mich.; 13 May 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 85: **Sward, Andrew;** 21 May 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 30; Sweden; laborer; not given;

**Larson [Petterson], Anna Charlotta;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Djupstrom; **Anders Johansson and Mathilda Redberg,** both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 2 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 87: **Osterland, Gustaf;** 22 May 1887; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; miner; not given;

**Anderson, Hilma Charlotta;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Sweden; not given; not given; L.G. Edgren; **Fredrique Edgren and Lina Pollock,** both of Norway, Mich.; 9 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 88: **Danielson, Mauritz;** 1 June 1887; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; blacksmith; not given;

**Erikson, Hilma Maria;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; not given; not given; L.G. Edgren; **Anders Eric Hammerstadt and Maria Hammerstadt,** both of Norway, Mich.; 9 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 102, Number 90: **Nelson, John Peter;** 14 May 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; saloon keeper; not given;

**Erikson, Elisa;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; not given; not given; Otto Hogfeldt; **S.P. Svenson and Hilma Svenson,** both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 14 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 103, Number 91: **Norriman, Johannes;** 23 April 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; miner; not given;

**Christ [Johnson], Anna;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; not given; not given; Otto Hogfeldt; **G.E. Loft and Augusta Loft,** both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 14 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 103, Number 94: **McCallum, Harry;** 5 May 1887; Waucedah, Mich.; Waucedah, Mich.; 23; Canada; contractor; not given;
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Mack, Ida Celia; Pike, Wis.; 19; Wisconsin; not given; not given; S.P. Saxton; J.L. Gucrusey and Gertie Gucrusey, residence not given; 21 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 103, Number 97: Janson, John Fred; 25 June 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; laborer; not given; Lager, Johanna; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Djupstrom; Carl John Radbey and Johanna Radbey, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 103, Number 98: Stoute [?], Edward; 2 June 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 40; New Brunswick; laborer; not given; Flannigan, Harriet; Norway, Mich.; 35; New Brunswick; not given; not given; Thomas Hay; Eliza Flannigan and Sarah Hay, both of Norway, Mich.; 28 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 103, Number 99: Martalio, Ambrosio; 30 April 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 34; Austria; miner; not given; Delyagio [Snyder], Matilda; Norway, Mich.; 33; Germany; not given; not given; Thomas Hay; Zeno Brahetto and Louis De Conan, both of Norway, Mich.; 28 June 1887

Volume A-B, Page 105, Number 128: Swenson, Alfred; 30 July 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; miner; not given; Mortensson, Anna Oliver; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; not given; not given; J.E. Lemier; Emil Sjogren and H. Person, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 3 August 1887

Volume A-B, Page 105, Number 131: Oleson, Johan Edwin; 10 August 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Sweden; miner; not given; Soderland, Anna Oliver; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; not given; not given; J.E. Lemier; John Swanson and A. Fossberg, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 13 August 1887

Volume A-B, Page 105, Number 132: Gustafson, Gustaf Nicholas; 6 August 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 35; Sweden; miner; not given; Svensson, Christine; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Sweden; not given; not given; J.E. Lemier; Gust Johnson and August Johnsson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 13 August 1887
Jacobson, Oscar; 9 August 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 36; Sweden; miner; not given;
Norby, Hilda; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; not given; not given; J.E. Lemier;
C.J. Rosenback and E.Y. Olsson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 13 August 1887

Hansen, Lancits [?] Peter; 18 June 1887; Norway, Mich.; Florence, Wis.; 33; Denmark; store clerk; not given;
Christensen, Marie; Florence, Wis.; 21; Denmark; not given; not given; L.G. Edgren;
Jens Jensen and Maria Jensen, both of Norway, Mich.; 24 August 1887

Sundstrom, Axel Verner; 30 July 1887; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; miner; not given;
Bengston, Anna; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; not given; not given; L.G. Edgren;
Andrew Bengstrand and Emma Danielson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24 August 1887

Kullgren, Gustaf Eugene; 20 August 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Sweden; miner; not given;
Carlson, Emma Helena; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sweden; not given; not given; J.E. Lemier; J. Johnson and W. Mattson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 1 September 1887

Everett, Ernie; 8 June 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Ishpeming, Mich.; 26; America; engineer; not given;
Teller, Maggie E.; Iron Mountain, Michigan; 26; America; not given; not given; H.M. Tyndall; Edith Teller and Wm. Teller, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 1 September 1887

Fraser, Charles M.; 11 July 1887; Florence, Wis.; 19; America; farmer; not given;
Anderson, Mary C.; Commonwealth, Wis.; 20; Denmark; not given; not given; H.M. Tyndall; Mattia Boucher and Mrs. H.M. Tyndall, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 1 September 1887

Ringblom, Johan; 6 August 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sweden; miner; not given;
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Rundgren [Lundgren - ?], Louisa; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; Otto Hogfeldt; Nels Larson and Emma Larson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 3 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 107, Number 151: Wasley, Mathew; 31 August 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 28; England; miner; not given;
Daniels [Roberts], Louise J.; Vulcan, Mich.; 32; England; not given; not given; A.S. Fair; Fredrick W. Richards and Ada Richards, both of Norway, Mich.; 12 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 107, Number 152: Brown, Edwin E.; 9 March 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 25; America; miner; not given;
Hosking, Emma; Norway, Mich.; 19; America; not given; not given; A.S. Fair; Jas. Hosking Jr., of Norway, Mich., and Permilia Brown, of Marinette, Wis.; 12 September 1887

Corin, Mary Hannah; Norway, Mich.; 21; England; not given; not given; A.S. Fair; Mathew Corin and Thomas Sewell, both of Norway, Mich.; 12 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 107, Number 155: Sampson, Richard, 15 June 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; America; station agent; not given;
Lyons, Katie E.; Norway, Mich.; 20; America; not given; not given; A.S. Fair; Ella C. Damond, of Ishpeming, Mich., and James B. Lyons Jr., of Norway, Mich.; 12 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 107, Number 156: Thill, Jacob; 26 April 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; America; miner; not given;
Miller, Georgeana; Norway, Mich.; 20; New Brunswick; not given; not given; A.S. Fair; Otto Marinelli, of Vulcan, Mich., and Belle Miller, of Norway, Mich.; 12 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 107, Number 162: Yunger, David; 18 August 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 26; Germany; liquor dealer; not given;
Renmyer/Reumyer, Theresa; Metropolitan, Mich.; 29; Austria; not given; not given; Thomas Hay; David Rosenheimer and Napoleon Toutloff, both of Norway, Mich.; 19 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 107, Number 165: Haggblom, Julius Severin; 4 August 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 23; Finland; miner; not given; Johnson, Anna Elizabeth; Norway, Mich.; 19; Finland; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; Karl Johan Anderson and Julia Karolina Anderson, both of Norway, Mich.; 24 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 166: Johnson, Erik; 3 September 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; not given; Anderson, Johanna Augusta; Norway, Mich.; 23; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; Gustaf Loff and Wilhelmina Loff, both of Norway, Mich.; 24 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 167: Hellman, Frank; 6 August 1887; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; miner; not given; Carlson, Edla Adelina; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; Charley William Lundberg and Amanda Hedvig Lundberg, both of Norway, Mich.; 24 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 170: Johnson, Daniel; 24 September 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; not given; Pettersson, Emma Charlotta; Norway, Mich.; 20; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; Andrew Turnblom and Sara Turnblom, both of Norway, Mich.; 27 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 171: Johnson, Gustaf; 24 September 1887; Norway, Mich.; 23; Sweden; miner; not given; Loderbeck, Maria; Norway, Mich.; 21; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; Andrew Turnblom and Sara Turnblom, both of Norway, Mich.; 27 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 175: Massimino, Angelini; 17 July 1886; not given; Nadeau, Mich.; 27; Austria; laborer; not given;
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Battisti, Addolorata; Vulcan, Mich.; 24; Austria; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Maxamilian Scauzoni and Modesta Bertoluzza, both of Vulcan, Mich.; 28 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 176: Jacques, Napoleon; 11 October 1886; Norway, Mich.; Garden, Mich.; 23; Quebec, Canada; farmer; not given; Paquette, Virginia; Norway, Mich.; 19; Quebec, Canada; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Theodore Jacques and Mary Paquette, of Michigan; 28 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 177: Stanchina, Daniel; 9 October 1886; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 28; Austria; laborer; not given; Delpiaz, Charlotta; Vulcan, Mich.; 23; Austria; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Ferdinand Stanchina and Louise Allesandri, both of Michigan; 28 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 178: Laforge, Peter; 6 September 1886; Norway, Mich.; 25; Galicia, Europe; miner; not given; Murphy, Mary; Norway, Mich.; 17; Ishpeming, Mich.; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Xavier Laforge and Ambrose Laforge, of Michigan; 28 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 179: Bentagnuoli, Clement; 7 August 1886; Norway, Mich.; 26; Austria; laborer; not given; Erspamer, Maria; Vulcan, Mich.; 20; Austria; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Clementina Rissoli and Giacomo Dona, of Michigan; 28 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 108, Number 180: Socka, Andrew; 22 February 1887; Norway, Mich.; 34; Galicia, Europe; miner; not given; Krakdorka, Maria; Quinnesec, Mich.; 22; Galicia, Europe; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Paul Gomin and Joseph Ball, of Michigan; 28 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 181: Gratz, James; 22 February 1887; Norway, Mich.; 25; Galicia, Europe; miner; not given; Rucinska, Maria; Vulcan, Mich.; 24; Galicia, Europe; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Joseph Ball and Paul Gomin, of Michigan; 28 September 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 187: Alessandri, Clement; 28 April 1887; Vulcan, Mich.; 24; Austria; laborer; not given;
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Deatore, Magdelen; Vulcan, Mich.; 23; Austria; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Antonio Facini and Romilda Sparapane [Sparapani], both of Michigan; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 188: Arsenault, Louis; 13 September 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 47; Remes [Rheimes], France; farmer; not given; Bomieau [Morgan Narcisse], Mrs. Daniase; Vulcan, Mich.; 32; Quebec, Canada; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Leonine Lebrun and Mrs. Leonine Lebrun, residence not given; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 189: Despins, Douglas; 24 August 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 26; Ft. Howard, Wis.; clerk; not given; McCarty, Elizabeth; Norway, Mich.; 17; Ishpeming, Mich.; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Arthur Despins and Margaret Wade, both of Norway, Mich.; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 190: Leblanc [Le Blanc], Alfred; 9 August 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 25; Quebec, Canada; laborer; not given; Lord, Catherine; Norway, Mich.; 23; Rockland, Mich.; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; James Harris and James Flannigan, both of Norway, Mich.; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 191: Lafreniere, Francis; 18 April 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 21; St. Joseph, Canada; laborer; not given; Girard, Josephine; Norway, Mich.; 18; Three Rivers, Quebec, Canada; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; William Guard and Adeline Lafreniere, both of Michigan; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 192: Macani, Cirillo; 23 April 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 23; Austria; miner; not given; Barbacovi, Catherine; Vulcan, Mich.; 19; Austria; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; James Feline and Modesta Prolini, both of Vulcan, Mich.; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 193: Girard, William; 27 June 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Three Rivers, Quebec, Canada; laborer; not given;
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Lafreniere, Adeline; Norway, Mich.; 18; Windsor, Ontario, Canada; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Emile Lafreniere and Domenic Perigny, both of Michigan; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 194: Laviolette [La Violette], Alexander; 22 June 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 27; New Brunswick; clerk; not given; McCarthy, Margaret; Norwaya, Mich.; 20; Calumet, Mich.; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; John Quinn and Louise Laviolette, both of Vulcan, Mich.; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 109, Number 195: Kruen, John; 31 May 1887; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 46; Germany; laborer; not given; Luik, Augusta; Green Bay, Wis.; 32; Germany; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Antone Leuz and Mrs. Antone Leuz, both of Norway, Mich.; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 110, Number 196: St. Ours, Joseph; 24 May 1887; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Quebec, Canada; laborer; not given; Paquette, Mary; Norway, Mich.; 18; Quebec, Canada; not given; not given; M. Kehoe; Wilfred Paquette, of Norway, Mich., and Mary Paquette, of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 2 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 110, Number 203: Larson, Lars Johan; 10 September 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Varmland, Sweden; store clerk; not given; Lindquist, Anna; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Varmland, Sweden; not given; not given; Otto Hogfeldt; Wm. Sundstrom and Christina Sundstrom, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 3 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 110, Number 204: Lidstrom, John Wilhelm; 15 September 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Varmland, Sweden; laborer; not given; Petterson, Aloida; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Kongsberg, Norway; not given; Otto Hogfeldt; Eli Israelson and Amanda Israelson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 3 October 1887
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Volume A-B, Page 110, Number 205: Thompson, Leander; 24 September 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Holland, Sweden [sic]; miner; not given;
Daku, Wendla Augusta; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Aland, Finland; not given; not given; Otto Hogfeldt; Adolf Anderson and Emanuel Sandstrom, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 3 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 110, Number 206: Johanson, Nils Johan; 26 September 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 39; Sweden; laborer; not given;
Larson, Maria; Norway, Mich.; 44; Sweden; not given; not given; L. Djupstrom; E.G. Wermerstrom and Louisa Wermerstrom, both of Norway, Mich.; 4 October 1887

Volume A-B, Page 110, Number 207: Carter, Thomas; 17 September 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Florence, Wis.; 40; Cornwall County, England; miner; not given;
Benney, Mary Jane [Trythall]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 40; Cornwall County, England; not given; not given; H.M. Tyndall, M.G.; Mattie Boucher and Mrs. H.M. Tryndall, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.; 11 October 1887

[Beginning with the record below, “date recorded” is not recorded.]

Volume C, Page 1, Number 1: Possi, Bartolo; 28 September 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 32; Austria; miner; none; John Possi and Mari Possi;
Sparapini [Sparapani], Soffia; Norway, Mich.; 19; Austria; servant; none; not given; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Giovanni Possi and Catarina Bertoloz, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 1, Number 2: Duwall [Duvall - ?], Albert; 2 October 1887; Waucedah, Mich.; Waucedah, Mich.; 25; Kojing, Sweden; telephone operator; none; Erick Williams and not given;
Hanson, Mary H.; Waucedah, Mich.; 17; Norway, Europe; not given; none; Andrew Hanson and not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; Andrew Hanson and Gustaf Onstrom, both of Waucedah, Mich.

Volume C, Page 1, Number 5: Rowell, Thomas; 29 October 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; England; miner; none; Joseph Rowell and not given;

Volume C, Page 1, Number 8: Miller, Robert; 6 October 1887; Menominee, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 35; Germany; miner; none; Christ Miller and Augusta Young; Spoener, Lena; Menominee, Mich.; 22; Germany; seamstress; none; not given; H. Hilleman, pastor of the German Lutheran Church; Friederich Behm and Anna Ireland, both of Menominee, Mich.

Volume C, Page 1, Number 9: Sala, Francesco; 8 October 1887; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Italy; carpenter; none; Antonio Sala and Maria Sala; Bertolas, Catarina; Norway, Mich.; 23; Tyroll, Austria; not given; none; not given; Domenic Vento, Catholic priest; Margarita Knoll and Henry Bertolas, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 1, Number 10: Thifault, Frank; 10 October 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Montreal, Canada; laborer; none; Narcis Thifault and Mary Rosso; Ayotte, Georgianna; Norway, Mich.; 18; Montreal, Canada; not given; none; Derrick Ayotte and Philomene Grolo [Groleau]; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Ephraim Rousseau and Armand Landry, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 1, Number 11: Ayotte, William; 10 October 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Three Rivers, Canada; lumberman; none; Calista Ayott/Ayotte and Ida Ayott/Ayotte; Provost, Albaisse; Norway, Mich.; 24; Three Rivers, Canada; not given; none; Aspemo Provost and not given; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Pierre Plourde and Virginia Ayotte, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 1, Number 12: Menopaio, Nicholas; 15 October 1887; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 30; Austria; laborer; none; John Menopaio and Catharina Menopaio; Menopaio, Angela; Norway, Mich.; 30; Austria; not given; none; Francesco Menopaio and Margaret Farazane; Domenic Vento, Catholic priest; Giacomo Zenonini and Colomba Bertolda, both of Vulcan, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 1, Number 14: Mellen, Albert H.; 10 October 1887; Escanaba, Mich.; Quinnesec, Mich.; 26; Fort Howard, Wis.; bookkeeper; none; James L. Mellen and Maria Hopkins;

Patterson, Mary C.; Escanaba, Mich.; 21; Canada; school teacher; none; not given; Eugene Butteman, Catholic priest, St. Joseph’s Church; Joseph Patterson and Annie Patterson, both of Escanaba, Mich.

Volume C, Page 2, Number 17: Mailhart, Zoel; 26 October 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Vermont; blacksmith; none; Nazarene Mailhart and Julia Auger;

La Chapelle, Damithelle; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Canada; domestic; none; William La Chapelle and Celina Phararo; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; Calliste Terrien and William La Chapelle, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 2, Number 18: Berubeau [Barribeau], Abraham; 26 October 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Canada; laborer; none; Abraham Berubeau [Barribeau] and Lenore Massicotte;

Toussigno [Tousignant], Antoinette; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Canada; laborer; none; Narcisse Toussigno [Tousignant] and Marie Massicotte; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; Narcisse Gingras [Gingrass] and Henry Toussigno [Tousignant], both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 2, Number 19: Bran, Michael; 28 October 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 36; Italy; barber; none; Thomas Bran and Elizabeth Gery;

Peterson, Ida; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; domestic; none; Olaf Peterson and Mary Steinfert; Harry G. Dever, J.P.; W.H. Martin and Frank Lender, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 2, Number 20: Person, Halfvar [Halvar]; 29 October 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Sweden; laborer; Per Halfvarson [Halvarson] and not given;

Axelson, Maria Stina; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; laborer; none; Axel Swenson and not given; Ludvig Djupstrom; Emil Sjogren and Inga Sjogren, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 2, Number 22: Giacomelli, Louis; 31 October 1887; Quinnesec, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Italy; miner; none; O. Giacomelli and Bozoline Jacami;
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Covas, Lucy Francescan; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Italy; servant; none; Gial Girolmo and not given; Luther J. Cleveland; Antoine Tramontin and Angelo Franceschini, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 2, Number 25: Williams, James; 2 November 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Cornwall, England; miner; none; John Williams and Mary A. Gay;
Jeffrey, Eliza; Norway, Mich.; 33; Cornwall, England; not given; none; not given; John L. Walker, Methodist Episcopal pastor; Bella Walker and Maggie Walker, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 3, Number 31: McGillis, Joseph August; 8 November 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Canada; carpenter; none; not given and Mary F. McGillis;
McDonald, Christy; Norway, Mich.; 24; Canada; domestic; none; Alex McDonald and Mary McDonald; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; James Gully, of Fond du Lac, Wis., and A. McGillis, of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 3, Number 33: Rossi, Emmanuelle; 17 November 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Tryoll, Austria; miner; none; Frank Rossi and not given;
Bettinger, Eva [Vallen/Vellen]; Norway, Mich.; 24; West Phalen [Westphalia - ?], Germany; not given; one; Peter Vallen/Vellen and Margretta Vasau; Thomas Hay, J.P.; Andrew Sethney and Anton O’Dill, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 3, Number 39: Stanton, Mark; 24 November 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 21; Cornwall, England; miner; none; James Stanton and not given;
Laity, Mary G.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Cornwall, England; dressmaker; none; John Laity and Ivany Laity; John L. Walker, Methodist Episcopal pastor; James Stanton and Jane Harris, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 3, Number 42: Anderson, Charles; 2 December 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; none; Anders Erickson and not given;
Gabrielson, Christina; Vulcan, Mich.; 27; Sweden; not given; none; not given; L. Gustaf Edgren; Albert Norling and Justina Norling, both of Vulcan, Mich.
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**Zirngast, Maria**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Saga, Austria; domestic; none; not given and Regina Zirngast; John H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; **William Webb** and **Louisa Langelier**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 4, Number 47: **Rogers, Alfred**; 13 December 1887; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 23; Cornwall, England; miner; none; Absolom Rogers and Annie Oliver;

**Hodge, Eliza**; Norway, Mich.; 21; Cornwall, England; not given; none; John Hodge and not given; Thomas Hay, J.P.; **Hannah Hay** and **John H. Hay**, both of Norway, Mich.


**Ossana, Clementine**; Norway, Mich.; 23; Tyroll, Austria; boarding house keeper; none; Francesco Brentari and Anna Biasa; D. Vento, Catholic priest; **Josepha Preti** and **Joseph Martini**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 4, Number 50: **Käll, Per Adolph**; 17 December 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; miner; none; John J. Abrahamson and Carolina Bystrom;

**Janson, Mary**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19; Sweden; domestic; none; John Eric Anderson and Jenny Janson; Ludvig Djupstrom; **Carl Gillberg** and **Wilhelmina Gillberg**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 4, Number 51: **Rosatti, Elia**; 17 December 1887; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Tyroll, Austria; miner; none; Joseph Rosatti and Angela Rosatti;

**Marchetti, Mary**; Norway, Mich.; 17; Tyroll, Austria; boarding house keeper; none; Peter Marchetti and Teresa Marchetti; D. Vento, Catholic priest; **Bortolo Martini** and **Maria Marchetti**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 4, Number 52: **Hallman, Charles**; 17 December 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; Charles Hallman and Sophia Hallman;
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**Jansan/Janson, Hanna**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Sweden; domestic; none; Peter Janson and Stina Kajsabengson; Ludvig Djupstrom, Swedish Baptist pastor; **Emil Sjogren** and **Inga Sjogren**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 4, Number 53: **Rochon, Vital**; 21 December 1887; Menominee, Mich.; Waucedah, Mich.; 36; Canada; storekeeper; one; G.B. Rochon and Zoe St. Denis;

**Gideau, Caroline**; Waucedah, Mich.; 30; Canada; not given; none; not given; M. Letellier, Catholic priest; **Charles Despris** and **James Martel**, both of Menominee, Mich.

Volume C, Page 4, Number 54: **Martin, Ben**; 21 December 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; England; miner; none; Benjamin Martin and Mary Eliza Baker;


Volume C, Page 4, Number 56: **Erikson, Erik**; 20 December 1887; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 42; Sweden; miner; none; Erik Erikson and not given;

**Nystrom, Frederica [Eastland]**; Vulcan, Mich.; 38; Sweden; not given; one; not given Eastland and not given; Thomas Hay, J.P.; **Frank Johnson** and **Hannah Hay**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 4, Number 59: **Anderson, James**; 23 December 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Sweden; miner; none; Anders Johnson and Annie Johnson;

**Anderson, Amanda**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19; Sweden; domestic; none; Swan And. Johnson and Mary Johnson; Otto Hagsdeldt, M.G.; **Gust Johnson** and **Alfred Magnuson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 5, Number 62: **Hancock, Robert**; 28 December 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Wisconsin; tinsmith; none; Thomas Hancock and Susan Lane;

**Vial, Louisa**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Wisconsin; music teacher; none; Philip Vial and Marian Pollard; G.C. Squires; **Ben Martin** and **Louisa Martin**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 5, Number 64: **Carlson, Per G.**; 1 January 1888; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; none; Carl J. Johnson and not given; **Johnson, Clara C.**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; not given; none; not given; Gustaf Edgren; **Lina Pollack** and **Mrs. Hammarstedt**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 5, Number 65: **Landberg, Carl**; 31 December 1887; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 34; Sweden; miner; none; Petter Landberg and Charlotte Johnson; **Anderson, Emma**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19; Sweden; domestic; none; Andrew Petterson and not given; Otto Hagfeldt; **Gust Ringstrand** and **Emilia Ringstrand**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 5, Number 73: **Huhn, Frank**; 7 January 1888; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 27; Germany; laborer; none; Conrad Huhn and Sophia Baker; **Spielers, Mary**; Vulcan, Mich.; 22; Mount Calvary, Wis.; not given; none; not given; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; **Matthew Grass** and **Clara Huhn**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 7, Number 2: **Brighenti, Joseph**; 14 January 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Austria; miner; none; Frank Brighenti and Mary Cozzatti; **Gurzel, Laura**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Austria; domestic; none; Joseph Gurzel and Anne Gurzel; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; **Lawrence Galigan** and **Anna Berli**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 7, Number 4: **Gironimi [Geronimi], Thomas**; 7 January 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 34; Tyroll, Austria; miner; one; Andrew Gironimi [Geronimi] and mary Martini; **Martini, Barbara**; Norway, Mich.; 23; Tyroll, Austria; housekeeper; none; Simon Martini and Christini [Christina] Ferari; D. Vento, Catholic priest; **Stephan Tory** and **Magdalena Martini**, both of Vulcan, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 7, Number 7: McManus, William E.; 24 January 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 26; Clinton, Wis.; cigarmaker; none; Dennis McManus and Rose McCanologue;
Nelson, Matilda [Anderson]; Norway, Mich.; 31; Sweden; cigar manufacturer; one; Andrew Anderson and Mary Lundblad; H.M. Tyndall, M.G.; Andrew Bergstrand and Selma Hedman, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 7, Number 8: Bedard, Fred; 23 January 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Quinnesec, Mich.; 24; St. Didace, Lower Canada; laborer; none; Albert Bedard and Mary Bedard;
Lendri [Landry], Amanda; Quinnesec, Mich.; 18; St. Beatrice, Canada; housework; none; Seymour Landri [Landry] and Virginia Landri [Landry]; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; Alfred Landry and Delia Banoley, both of Quinnesec, Mich.

Volume C, Page 7, Number 9: Pedergnana, Peter; 4 February 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 29; Austria; miner; none; AntonPedergnana and Pasqua Albasini;
Albasini, Dominica; Vulcan, Mich.; 23; Austria; cook; none; Joseph Albasini and Mary Albasini; D. Vento, Catholic priest; Charly Morosini and Mary Marchetti, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Gluyas, Katis [Katie - ?]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; England; dressmaker; none; Frank Gluyas and Mary Pascoe; G.C. Squires; Birdie Thomas and Oliver Simons, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 7, Number 11: Corn [Corin - ?], Ferdinand; 21 January 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 35; Austria; miner; none; John Corn [Corin - ?] and Orsola Ors;
Musen, Mina [Schultz]; Norway, Mich.; 41; Germany; cook; one; Gottlieb Schultz and Christina Harps; Patrick Flanagan, J.P.; Gadio Breutari and Jaine [Jane - ?] Cerst, both of Norway, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 7, Number 12: Sicard, Eugene; 19 January 1888; Norway, Mich.; 38; Actan, Canada East; engineer; none; Eloy Sicard and Emily Desagre;
Curtis, Clara; Norway, Mich.; 27; Rhode Island; dressmaker; none; not given;
Thomas Hay, J.P.; Alexis Patenaude and Peter Lafrenier, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 7, Number 14: Falty, Patrick; 20 January 1888; Norway, Mich.; 29; Warsaw, New York; engineer; none; John Falty and Catherine Pendergast;
Ries, Katie; Vulcan, Mich.; 18; Port Washington, Wis.; not given; none; John Ries and not given Henzel; Thomas Hay, J.P.; David Rosenheimer and Mrs. D. Rosenheimer, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 8, Number 17: Stalpe, Charles Frederick; license not returned; license taken out 23 January 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 36; Sweden; miner; none; Charles Frederick Stalpe and Annie Winblad;
Erickson, Betty; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 41; Sweden; domestic; none; Erick Erickson and Betty Swanson

Volume C, Page 8, Number 20: Anderson, Axel; 4 February 1888; Norway, Mich.; 25; Sweden; miner; none; Anders Person and not given;
Pollack, Lina; Norway, Mich.; 19; Sweden; not given; none; Gustaf Pollack and not given; Gustaf Edgren, pastor; Arvid Bjork and Julia Person, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 8, Number 23: Saulliere, Elie; 13 February 1888; Norway, Mich.; 23; St. Ambrose, Canada East; laborer; none; Jauque [Jacques] Saulliere and not given La Page;
Pariseau, Zeferine; Norway, Mich.; 16; St. Vagaite, Canada; not given; none; Joseph Pariseau and E. Yahrell; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Joseph La Pine and Anna Pariseau, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 8, Number 24: Riopell, Zoel; 13 February 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Canada; carpenter; none; Modeste Riopell and Malina Bailard;
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**Faubert**, Mary; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Canada; domestic; Michall Faubert and Jane Toutloff; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; **Vidova Falebert**, of Pike, Wis., and **Michel O’Neil**, of Pembina, Wis.

Volume C, Page 8, Number 25: **May, John**; 9 February 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Cornwall, England; miner; none; Thomas May and not given;

**Pollard, Alvira [Lasagord]**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Wales; not given; one; not given Lasagord and not given; G.C. Squire, clergyman; **Sarah A. Squire**, of Iron Mountain, Mich., and **Salmon Steele**, of Manistique, Mich.

Volume C, Page 8, Number 26: **Sparapani, Guiseppe**; 14 February 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 22; Tyroll, Austria; miner; none; Francesco Sparapani and not given;

**Vidmetti [Vielmetti - ?], Domenica**; Vulcan, Mich.; 32; Austria; not given; none; Bernardo Vidmetti [Vielmetti - ?] and Marguitta Vidmetti [Vielmetti - ?]; Rev. D. Vento, Catholic priest; **Battista Alessandri** and **Margarita Allesandri**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 9, Number 34: **Johnson, Charles**; license not returned; taken out 29 February 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Norway, Europe; miner; none; John Swanson and Ellen Anderson;

**Johnson, Helena**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; domestic; none; John Olson and Emma Gustafson


**Erickson, Alma Christina [Erickson]**; Norway, Mich.; 26; Sweden; domestic; one; John Erickson and Christsina Erickson; Otto Hagfeldt, M.G.; **A.P. Erickson** and **Emma Erickson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 9, Number 36: **Williams, Thomas**; 3 March 1888; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 23; Devonshire, England; miner; none; Joseph Williams and Mary Canter;

**Hamm, Sarah J.**; Vulcan, Mich.; 22; Devonshire, England; not given; none; not given; Thomas Hay, J.P.; **William Willcox** and **Flora Willcox**, both of Vulcan, Mich.
Volume C, Page 9, Number 37: **Larsson, Sven Johan**; 10 March 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 38; Sweden; engineer; none; Lars Swanson and Anna Janson; **Persson, Maria**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; domestic; none; Per Swanson and Maria Janson; Otto Hagfeldt, M.G.; **Carl Fridstrom** and **Edla Fridstrom**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.


Volume C, Page 9, Number 43: **Erspamer/Erspaner, Angelo**; 9 April 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 30; Tyroll, Austria; butcher; none; Emanuelle Erspaner and Domenica Berthinoli; **Marquitt[e] [Marchetti - ?], Maria**; Norway, Mich.; 23; Tyroll, Austria; servant; none; Giruvasini Marquitti [Marchetti - ?] and Maria Touri; Rev. D. Vento, Catholic priest; **Contido Erspamer** and **Maria Marchetti**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 9, Number 44: **Parolini, William**; 31 March 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 29; Tyroll, Austria; butcher; none; Sylvista Parolini and Canstansa Danati; **Bartoldi/Bortoldi [Bertoldi - ?], Columba**; Vulcan, Mich.; 19; Tyroll, Austria; servant; none; Pietro Bartoldi [Bertoldi - ?] and Victoria Marquitti [Marchetti - ?]; Rev. D. Vento, Catholic priest; **Romedio Marchetti** and **Maria Marchetti**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 9, Number 45: **Swenson, John F.**; 14 March 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 30; Sweden; miner; none; Sven J. Johanson and not given; **Bangtson, Ida**; Norway, Mich.; 28; Sweden; not given; none; not given; Gustaf Edgren, pastor; **A. Erickson** and **Amanda Erickson**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 10, Number 46: **Pisetta, Pietro**; 9 April 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 40; Austria; miner; none; Peter Pisetta and Maria Jandonati;
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Calagno, Maria; Norway, Mich.; 32; Tyroll, Austria; house servant; none; Pietro Calagno and Domenica Frank; Rev. D. Vento, Catholic priest; Giacomo Fellin and Modesta Parolini, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 10, Number 47: Bergstrand, Andrew; license taken out 15 March 1888; returned and cancelled 5 April 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sweden; saloonkeeper; none; Erick Anderson and Brita Stina Olson; Hedman, Selma; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Sweden; not given; none; L.A. Hedman and S. Bernardino


Volume C, Page 10, Number 51: Brentari, Guilio; 9 April 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 33; Austria; miner; one; Arcangelo Brentari and Maria Zeppi; Ziller, Rosa; Norway, Mich.; 31; Austria; servant; none; Joseph Ziller and Moneid Rochelli; Rev. D. Vento, Catholic priest; Frank Menchini and Fortunata Michel, both of Norway, Mich.


Volume C, Page 10, Number 55: Bartholas, David; 9 April 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 29; Austria; laborer; none; Gemony Bartholas and Louis [sic] Bartolas;
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Zattani, Rosa; Vulcan, Mich.; 29; Austria; domestic; none; Joachim Zattoni and Louise Zattoni; Rev. D. Vento, Catholic priest; Enrico Bertolas and Emilia Bertolas, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 10, Number 57: Foster, Phillip G.; 9 April 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; New Brunswick, Canada; laborer; none; Oliver Foster and Elizabeth Savoy;
Langelier, Louisa; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19; New York; domestic; none; Peter Langelier and Lina Dunn; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; Edward Pepin and Augusta Langelier, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Crowley, Bridget; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 31; Wisconsin; domestic; James Crowley and Julia Fitz Gerald [Fitzgerald]; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; James Crowley and Julia Crowley, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 11, Number 61: Inamo, Celesto; 14 April 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 25; Tyroll, Austria; miner; none; Domenica Inamo and Zethruda Branz;
Foresani, Carolina; Norway, Mich.; 22; Tyroll, Austria; servant; none; Johan Foresani and Barbara Foresani; D. Vento, Catholic priest; Epifanio Bertoldi and Juditta Siller, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 11, Number 62: Dahlquist, Erick A.; license not returned; taken out 7 April 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; feity of Orebro, Sweden; miner; none; Charles Erickson and Johanna Olson;
Jansson, Emma; 27; feity of Orebro, Sweden; servant; none; Andrew Jansson and not given

Volume C, Page 11, Number 73: Soderlund, John; 25 April 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 25; Sweden; miner; none; Andreas Olafson and not given;
Anderson, Clara; Norway, Mich.; 22; Sweden; not given; none; Andreas Person and unknown; J.E. Linner, M.G.; Andrew T. Sethney and Ellen J. Sethney, both of Norway, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 11, Number 75: Carey, Michael; 25 April 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Canada; cigar maker; none; Martin Carey and Mary Brown;

McCue, Kate; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Wisconsin; domestic; none; John McCue and Mary Hubert; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; James Crowley and Catherine Griffin, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 12, Number 78: Martin, William Henry; 30 April 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 36; Gravesend, Kent, England; miner; one; Benjamin Martin and Mary Ann Baker;

Woodgate, Emily [Williams]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 34; Burafiston, Devon, England; dressmaker; one; John Williams and Sarah Hawk; David Bergeron, J.P.; Louis Bergeron and Ellen Bergeron, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 12, Number 79: Baldieri, Pietro; 26 April 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sigilla, Italy; merchant; none; Jean Baptisto Baldieri and Maria Colbassana;

Mattaie, Aquilina; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Marlia, Italy; servant; none; Joanni Mattaie and Julia Mattaie; John S. Hathaway, J.P.; Angelo Francioni and Luigi Morrocon, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 12, Number 80: Kindberg, Alfred; 29 April 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Sweden; miner; none; John Kindberg and Annie Johnson;

Johnson, Amanda Sophia; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; domestic; none; Olaf Johnson and Annie Larson; John E. Linner, M.G.; P.G. Carlson and Clara Johnson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 12, Number 84: Erickson, Manne; 5 May 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 33; Alsborg, Sweden; miner; none; Erick Larson and Bejata Anderson;

Jacobson, Annie; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 30; Alsborg, Sweden; not given; none; not given; J.E. Linner, M.G.; Gust Oberg and Per Larsson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 12, Number 88: Magnuson, August; 11 May 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; Magnus Larson and Anna Jandotter;
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Jonsdotter, Christina; Norway, Mich.; 23; Sweden; domestic; none; not given; Gustaf Edgren, M.G.; Olof Borgstrom and Anna Borgstrom, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 12, Number 89: Andreason, Marinus E.; 17 May 1888; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 28; Norway, Europe; miner; none; Andreas Jenson and Helena Erickson;

Erickson, Anna; Vulcan, Mich.; 19; Sweden; domestic; none; not given; Gustaf Edgren, M.G.; John Johnson and Hilda Johnson, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 12, Number 90: Roberts, Francis John; 13 May 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Cornwall, England; miner; none; Samuel Roberts and Mary Burt;

Lanyon, Annie; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Cornwall, England; servant; none; John Lanyon and Hanney [Hannah - ?] Treloar; David Bergeron, J.P.; W.J. Eplett and Ellen Mc Cormick, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 13, Number 91: Stone, Andrew Gust; 20 May 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 30; Orebro, Sweden; miner; none; Louis P. Stone and Brita Peterson;


Volume C, Page 13, Number 97: Pesavento, John; 25 May 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 41; Asiago, Italy; miner; none; Antony Pesavento and Mary Grister;

Schupelvani, Mary Annie [Lii]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 39; Manigsnoth, Germany; domestic; one; Fred Lii and Catharina Prigg; John H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; Domenic Forte and Frederic Forte, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 13, Number 101: De Wilde, John; 8 June 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 25; Belgium; clerk; none; Bendict De Wilde and Ludevicy Vanavenut;

Van Lanker/Van Lankin, Rashalier; Norway, Mich.; 20; Belgium; not given; none; Ladevinis Van Lanker and not given; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Peter Van Kerchove and Henry Van Lanker, both of Vulcan, Mich.
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Adams, Mary; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Fort Ann, New York; not given; none; not given; H.M. Tyndall, M.G.; George T. Corning and Ida M. Corning, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 14, Number 106: Henry, Albin; 16 June 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; August Henry and Charlotta Henry;
Person, Christina; Norway, Mich.; 23; Sweden; dressmaker; none; Olof Person and not given; Gustaf Edgren, M.G.; Victor Henry and Ida Henry, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 14, Number 111: Bergqvist, August; 3 July 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Orsbro Län, Sweden; miner; none; Charles Bergqvist and Anna Bergqvist;

Volume C, Page 14, Number 115: Ray, George; 4 July 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 54; Canada; laborer; one; Louis Ray and Mary Defoe [Defoe - ?];
Bunno, Delia [Sussis]; Negaunee, Mich.; 51; Canada; not given; one; not given Sussis and not given; M. Kehoe, Catholic priest; Joseph Laforge, of Norway, Mich., and Amadeus Mandor, of Negaunee, Mich.

Volume C, Page 14, Number 116: Gamin, Frank; 4 July 1888; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 26; Poland; laborer; none; Cassimir Gamin and Katherine Gamin;
Wabella, Francisca; Vulcan, Mich.; 22; Poland; servant; none; Albert Wabella and Thecla Stephanik; Fabien Pawlar, Catholic priest of Bessemer, Mich.; Paul Rezenski and Mary Ann Gatz, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 14, Number 117: Erikson, Frederick; 7 July 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Sweden; laborer; none; Gustaf Erikson and Charlotte Anderson;
Winternas, Anna; Norway, Mich.; 22; Sweden; not given; none; not given; Gustof Edgren, M.G.; Andrew Erikson and Amanda Erikson, both of Norway, Mich.
Volume C, Page 14, Number 118: **Anderson, William**; 21 July 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 32; Sweden; miner; none; Andrew Johnson and Karolina Sophia [last name not given]


Volume C, Page 14, Number 119: **Holand, William**; 7 July 1888; Norway, Mich.; East Vulcan, Mich.; 26; Germany; laborer; none; Fred Holand and Aundee Grabuar; **Bittner, Carolina**; East Vulcan, Mich.; 26; Germany; not given; none; Frank Bittner and Paulina Fautz; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; **Frank Kraemer and Frederica Sill**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 14, Number 120: **Borgo, Domenick**; 10 September 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Oistivica, Italy; clerk; none; John Borgo and Magdalena Castaleno; **Jedda, Catharina**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Aglica, Italy; dressmaker; none; Peter Jedda and Annie Untha; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; **Peter Caretto and Peter Sartoris**, both of Vulcan, Mich.


Volume C, Page 15, Number 126: **Lindblom, M. William**; 14 July 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Aland, Finland; miner; none; Erik Lindblom and Hanna Sofia [last name not given]
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Volume C, Page 15, Number 127: Pancari [Pancheri], Emanuel; 14 July 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Tiroli, Austria; miner; none; Bernado Pancari [Pancheri] and Catarina Prate; Micheli, Fortunata; Norway, Mich.; 29; Tiroli, Austria; servant; none; Giacomo Micheli and Lucia Giagoli; Alexis Patenaude, J.P.; Joseph Patrito and Domenic Burns, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 15, Number 129: Person, Olof J.; 21 July 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 29; Wersland, Sweden; miner; none; Per Person and Maria Maseson; Bostrom, Clara Juliana; Norway, Mich.; 23; Westerbotten, Sweden; servant; none; Per Bostrom and Hanna Bostrom; G. Lundquist, M.G.; Olof Kling and Mrs. K. Kling, both of Norway, Mich.


Volume C, Page 16, Number 138: Ganyer, David; 7 August 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Marinette, Wis.; 24; Kashina, Wis. [white/Indian origin]; laborer; none; John Ganyer and Maggie Fayner; Tucker, Mary; Quinnesec, Mich.; 17; White Rapids, Mich. [white/Indian origin]; domestic; none; William Tucker and Elizabeth Teller; J.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; Michael Valler and Eliza Goodyear, both of Quinnesec, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 16, Number 140: **Clement, Caffino**; 19 August 1888; Quinnesec, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 30; Vicafango, Italy; miner; none; Peter Clement and Catharina Carisia; **Bourgan, Isabella**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Bologna, Italy; servant; none; Peter Bourgan and Angelina Sauvage; Luther J. Cleveland, J.P.; **Miss M.E. Utley**, of Quinnesec, Mich., and **Domenick Borgo**, of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 16, Number 144: **Swanson, John**; 10 August 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; drygoods clerk; none; Swan P. Erickson and Johanna Anderson; **Nylander, Emma**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19; Sweden; not given; none; Magnus Nylander and Brigita Johnson; J.E. Linner, M.G.; **C.O. Young** and **Jamie Nylander**, both of Norway, Mich.


Volume C, Page 16, Number 148: **Jandreau [Jondreau], Dave**; 2 August 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Canada; laborer; none; Frank Jandreau [Jondreau] and Julia Deuchamp; **Petro, Mary**; Norway, Mich.; 20; Belgium; servant; none; Frank Petro and Philomine Habin; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; **James Harris** and **Edward Laforge**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 16, Number 150: **Pelligrini [Pellegrini], Esikial**; 11 August 1888; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Austria; miner; none; Fortunata Pelligrini [Pellegrini] and Philomene Pelligrini [Pellegrini]; **Bartoldi [Bertoldi - ?], Pilomene**; Norway, Mich.; 27; Austria; housekeeper; none; Batista Bartoldi [Bertoldi - ?] and Catarina Biasa; D. Vento, Catholic priest; **Modesto Capardi** and **Laysa Pelligrini [Pellegrini]**, both of Vulcan, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 17, Number 153: **Chipman, John**; 9 August 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 40; England; miner; none; not given; **Sewell, Margaret Ann**; Norway, Mich.; 29; England; housekeeper; none; John Sewell and not given; John L. Walker, Methodist Episcopal pastor; **John George Sewell and Thomas Sewell**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 17, Number 155: **Forsberg, Andrew**; 10 August 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Republic, Mich.; 24; Sweden; mining engineer; none; John Forsberg and Anna Olson; **Anderson, Anna Matilda**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; not given; none; Per Eric Anderson and Anna E. Swenson; J.E. Linner, M.G.; **C.O. Young and Jamie Nylander**, both of Norway, Mich.


Volume C, Page 17, Number 158: **Laforge, Frank**; 20 August 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Canada; fireman; none; Joseph Laforge and not given; **Bergeron, Virginia**; Norway, Mich.; 17; Canada; servant; none; Frank Bergeron and not given; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; **Edward Laforge and Devina Ross**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 17, Number 159: **Lachance, Peter**; 21 August 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 23; Canada; laborer; none; Francis Lachance and Margaret Bergeron; **Piette, Laura**; Norway, Mich.; 18; Canada; servant; none; Joseph Piette and Elizabeth Rivalle; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; **Joseph Piette and Victoria Piette**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 17, Number 160: **McKinnon, Alexander**; 22 August 1888; Calumet Mine, Mich.; Calumet Mine, Mich.; 42; Alexandria, Ontario; farmer; one; Duncan McKinnon and Mary McDonald; **McDonald, Sarah C.**; Calumet Mine, Mich.; 27; Alexandria, Ontario; not given; none; Duncan McDonald and Annie McDonald; P. Girard, pastor from
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Stephenson, Mich.; John A. McDonald and Kate A. McDonald, both of Calumet Mine, Mich.

Volume C, Page 17, Number 161: Richard, Halbert; 27 August 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; St. Titre, Canada; brakeman; none; Joseph Richard and Leonard [sic] Parnovo;

Volume C, Page 18, Number 168: Holm, Herman; 25 August 1888; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 22; Russia; miner; none; Erik Erikson and Greta Reman;
Pohlson, Matilda; Vulcan, Mich.; 20; Sweden; not given; none; Paul Swanson and Christina Johnson; Gustaf Edgren, M.G.; John Henry and Sofia Henry, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 18, Number 169: Coleman, James; 5 September 1888; Stephenson, Mich.; Waucedah, Mich.; 29; Michigan; woodsman; none; John Coleman and Mary Canlow;
Tobin, Maggie; Stephenson, Mich.; 25; Wisconsin; spinster; none; not given; P. Girard; John Tobin, of Stephenson, Mich., and Annie Carey, of Oconto, Wis.

Volume C, Page 18, Number 170: Stomquest, Albion; 1 September 1888; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 24; Sweden; laborer; none; John A. Bengtson and Brita Christina [last name not given]
Erikson, Alma; Vulcan, Mich.; 23; Sweden; not given; none; Erick Anderson and Johanna Johnson; Thomas Hay, J.P.; K. Stromquest, of Vulcan, Mich., and Hannah Hay, of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 18, Number 173: Williams, Thomas; 1 September 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Marcom, Canada; carpenter; none; George Williams and Lizzie Jule;
Minch [Miench], Annie; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Manitowoc, Wis.; servant; none; Anton Minch [Miench] and Ellen Rimer; G.H. Reynaert, Catholic priest; Frank Kramer and Agnes Kating [Keating - ?], both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 18, Number 174: Rule, William; 3 September 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 30; Cornwall, England; miner; one; Charles Rule and Mary Bennett;
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**Corlan, Lillian:** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Plymouth, England; servant; none; John Corlan and Mary Lanyon; David Bergeron, J.P.; **L.J. Bennett and Jeremiah Bennett**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 18, Number 175: **Bennett, Richard;** 3 September 1888; Powers, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 53; Cornwall, England; saloonkeeper; one; Jeremiah Bennett and Annie Wicks;


Volume C, Page 18, Number 178: **McGillan, Frank L.;** 12 September 1888; Metropolitan, Iron County, Mich.; Foster City, Mich.; 23; Appleton, Wis.; station agent; none; James McGillan and Josie Cummings;

**Friederich, Hattie A.;** Metropolitan, Mich.; 23; Dane, Wis.; not given; none; Louis A. Friederich and Augusta Tubbs; P. Eugene Putterman, Catholic priest; **George L. Swindt**, of Foster City, Mich., and **Mary A. McGillan**, of Metropolitan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 18, Number 180: **Miller, Samuel F.;** 12 September 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Marinette, Wis.; 22; Wenona, Ill.; railway agent; none; Josiah A. Miller and Elizabeth Hamilton;


Volume C, Page 19, Number 182: **Brynolf, Swan;** 29 September 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; miner; none; Nelson Brynolf and Johanna Person;

**Pierce, Anna:** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 30; Sweden; servant; none; Per Pierce and Alma Johnson; Otto Hagfeldt, M.G.; **N. Brynolf and Anna Brynolf**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 19, Number 186: **Anderson, Charles**; 5 October 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 33; Sweden; miner; none; Gust Anderson and AnnieSwanson; **Peterson, Annie**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 32; Sweden; servant; none; Peter Peterson and Sarah Johnson; Otto Hagfeldt, M.G.; **C.J. Anderson** and **Anna Anderson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 19, Number 187: **Le Page, Samuel**; 8 October 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Canada; farmer; none; Edward Le Page and Antoinette Calhouette; **Hervieux, Mary M.**; Vulcan, Mich.; 18; Canada; not given; none; John Baptiste Hervieux and Rosalie St. Amour; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; **Joseph Tibaut [Thibault - ?]** and **Mary Arvieux [Hervieux - ?]**, both of Norway, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 19, Number 191: **Nelson, Nels**; 5 October 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; Bert Nelson and Harriet Beckstrom;

**Olofson, Christina**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; servant; none; Lars Olofson and Mary Olofson; Otto Hagfeldt, M.G.; **Gust Johnson** and **Hilda Johnson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 19, Number 192: **Bergquest [Bergquist], Israel**; 8 October 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 34; Sweden; miner; one; Carl Bergquest [Bergquist] and Annie Bergquest [Bergquist];

**Johnson, Sophia**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; servant; none; John Johnson and Mary Anderson; Otto Hagfeldt, M.G.; **Ch. Forele** and **Karoline Forele**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.


Volume C, Page 20, Number 202: **Thibodeau, Charles**; 14 October 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Canada; railroad man; none; Fabian Thibodeau and Delina Boucher;


Volume C, Page 20, Number 203: **Ramberg, William**; 15 October 1888; Norway, Mich.; 29; Sweden; laborer; none; John Ramberg and not given;

**Johnson, Mary**; Norway, Mich.; 23; Norway, Europe; not given; none; Otto Johnson and not given; Thomas Hay, J.P.; **F. Johnson** and **Mathilda Johnson**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 20, Number 206: **Crevier, Joseph**; 17 October 1888; Norway, Mich.; 23; Canada; laborer; none; Joseph Crevier and Salima/Salina Bertrand;
Guilleson, Artanse/Artause [Hortense - ?]: Green Bay, Wis.; 21; Belgium; young lady; none; Simeon Guilleson and not given; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Peter Caron and Sarah Nellis, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 20, Number 210: Lindstrom, Gust; 22 October 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; clerk; none; Hans Olson and Ellen Hansen;
Stonburg, Ida; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; not given; none; John Stonburg and Hannah Anderson; Otto Hagfeldt, M.G.; William Petterson and Mrs. William Petterson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 21, Number 217: Anderson, John; 28 October 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; Anders Anderson and Mathilda Leison;
Jacobson, Emma; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; servant; none; John Jacobson and Brith Benson; J.E. Linner, M.G.; A. Yobsson and Gust Olson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 21, Number 218: Ducharme, Lazaire; 29 October 1888; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 23; Canada; laborer; none; Lazaire Ducharme and Helena Ducharme;
Gendron, Elbina; Norway, Mich.; 15; Canada; maid; none; Francis Gendron and Julie Ducharme; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Narcisse Garneau and Mary Pariseau, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 21, Number 219: McCune, Thomas J.; 24 October 1888; Norway, Mich.; Quinnesec, Mich.; 31; Waupun, Wis.; explorer; none; not given;
Husson, Louise; Norway, Mich.; 24; Ontonagon, Mich.; not given; none; August Husson and not given; Martin Kehoe, Catholic priest; Sebastian George and Adaline Husson, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 21, Number 222: Berglund, Gust; 1 November 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 30; Sweden; miner; none; Andrew Berglund and Erica Norwan;
Pollack, Emma; Vulcan, Mich.; 21; Sweden; servant; none; Gust Pollack and Ella Barkstrom; David Bergeron, J.P.; Gust Johnson and Sarah Nerquist, both of Vulcan, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 21, Number 223: Lundberg, Andrew; 1 November 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Pike, Wis.; 26; Sweden; lumberman; none; John Lundberg and Annie Yohnson [Johnson];
Lofgreen, Mary; Pike, Wis.; 23; Sweden; servant; John Lofgreen and Sarah Swanson; David Bergeron, J.P.; Joseph Jeffrey and Louisa Keating, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 21, Number 225: Tadd/Tada, Baptista; 3 November 1888; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Italy; miner; none; Pietro Tadd and not given; Fourno [Furno], Catarina; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Italy; maid; none; Bartolomo Fourno [Furno] and not given; Alexis Patenaude, J.P.; John Brachetti, of Norway, Mich., and Guiseppe Michel, of Vulcan, Mich.


Volume C, Page 22, Number 228: Richard, Joseph; 14 November 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 53; St. Michael, Canada; lumberman; none; Joseph Richard and Emilie Vanier; Dalais, Angelina [Landry]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 42; St. Francis, Canada; dressmaker; one; Joseph Landry and Marie Benier; John A. Keul, priest at St. Joseph’s Catholic Church; Calex Therian and Rose Therian, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 22, Number 229: Johnson, August; 18 November 1888; Cedar, Mich.; Township of Breen, Mich.; 26; Sweden; laborer; none; John Anderson and Mary Johnson;
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**Oustrum, Louisa;** Township of Breen, Mich.; 22; Sweden; spinster; none; Gust Oustrom and not given; Gustaf Edgren, pastor; Charly Johnson and Anna Math. Johnson, both of Cedar, Township of Breen, Mich.

Volume C, Page 22, Number 235: **Peterson, Erik;** 24 November 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 38; Sweden; miner; none; Per Peterson and Maria Peterson;

**Karlson, Minnie Christina;** Norway, Mich.; 29; Sweden; servant; none; Karl Erick Karlson and Johanna Bjorkman; G. Lundquist, M.G.; C. Kling and Mrs. C. Kling, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 22, Number 240: **Williams, Stener H.;** 4 December 1888; Ironwood [sic - Iron Mountain], Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Norway, Europe; teamster; none; Alex. Williams and Mary Hamal;

**Flynn, Ella;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Wisconsin; servant; none; Saul Flynn and Annie Grimes; J.A. Keul, pastor; Hugh Laffner and Jessie Johnston, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 23, Number 244: **Piazantini, Valentine;** 11 December 1888; Norway, Mich.; Waucedah, Mich.; 36; Italy; miner; none; Antonio Piazantini and not given;

**Ellarie, Julia;** Waucedah, Mich.; 27; Austria; servant; none; Conrad Ellerie and Anna Ellerie; M. Kehoe, priest, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; Frank Kraemer and Mary Kraemer, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 23, Number 246: **Sabin, Arthur H.;** 6 December 1888; Norway, Mich.; Escanaba, Mich.; 39; England; fireman; one; John Sabin and Maria Timms;

**Lamson, Hattie;** Waucedah, Mich.; 21; Canada; none; none; Frederick Lamson and not given; John L. Walker, Methodist Episcopal minister; Fred Lamson, of Waucedah, Mich., and Delia Cootware, of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 23, Number 249: **Tollin, Andrew;** 21 December 1888; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Quinnesec, Mich.; 24; Acer, Norway, Europe; machinist; none; Dan Tollin and Anna Johnson;

**Stablum, Petra;** Quinnesec, Mich.; 28; Acer, Norway, Europe; none; none; Chroslef/Cheoslef Stablum and Christine Erickson; J.E. Linner, M.G.; C. Jacobson and Trina Pederson, both of Quinnesec Falls, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 24, Number 258: **Zanella/Zannella/Zanilla, Eugenio**; 18 February 1889; Vulcan, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 32; Tyrol, Austria; miner; none; Guiseppe Zanilla and Barbara Fredillicca; **Alessandri, Margarite**; Vulcan, Mich.; 31; Tyrol, Austria; none; none; John Alessandri and ----- Donetho; Rev. Dani Vento, Catholic church; **Marcilio Zannella** and Maria Marchetti, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 24, Number 260: **Daniels, Sampson**; 1 January 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 31; England; miner; one; Sampson Daniels and Jane Mildran; **Polkinghorn, Mary [Mitchell]**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 38; England; servant; one; John Mitchell and Mary Mitchell; David Bergeron, J.P.; **Henry Sampson** and **Elizabeth Sampson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 24, Number 261: **Johnson, John**; 12 January 1888 [sic - 1889]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Sweden; miner; one; John Johnson and Johanna Julin; **Carlson, Anna Christina**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Sweden; servant; one [sic - none]; Carl Carlson and Maria Anderson; Otto Högfeldt, M.G.; **Charles Anderson** and **Mrs. Anderson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.


Volume C, Page 25, Number 6: **Anderson, John E.**; 19 January 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 20; Sweden; clerk; none; A.A. Anderson and Ulricka Anderson; **Gustafson, Johanna M.**; Norway, Mich.; 20; Sweden; servant; none; And. G. Person and Anna Person; Gustof Edgren, pastor; **Jacob Johnson** and **Sofia Johnson**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 25, Number 8: **Bernardi Francois**; 13 January 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 37; Italy; miner; none; John Bernardi and Mary Gallina; **Banchi, Anna**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Austria; servant; none; John Banchi and Louisa Banchi; Rev. J. Keul; **Peter Caretto** and **Catherina Baimer**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 25, Number 15: **Rasmussen, Rasmus**; 19 January 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 20; Sweden; miner; none; Rasmus Rasmussen and Betsie Clemerson; **Everleen, Kate**; Norway, Mich.; 19; Ireland; none; none; father not given and Mary Cuff; J.E. Linner, M.G.; **A.J. Anderson** and **Mrs. A.J. Anderson**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 26, Number 16: **Armstrong, William S.**; 27 January 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; De Pere, Wis.; barber; none; William Armstrong and Rebecca Rodgers; **Lafontaine [La Fontaine], Rose**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 18; Pittsville, Wis.; servant; none; Rose [sic] Lafontaine and Kate Faubert; H.M. Tyndall, clergymen; **Alex A. Armstrong** and **Mrs. Annie A. Armstrong**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 26, Number 18: **Satterberg, Elias**; 6 February 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; none; E.P. Satterberg and Mary Person; **Beckstrom, Katarina M.**; Norway, Mich.; 28; Sweden; servant; none; A. Beckstrom and Johanna Beckstrom; G. Lundquist, M.G.; **Mrs. Anton Westin** and **Mrs. Britta Norlander**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 26, Number 25: \textbf{Inama, August}; 23 February 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 33; Austria; miner; none; Baldisari Inama and Mariana Banadimandi;

\textbf{Tamanini, Maria [Sparalsi]}; Norway, Mich.; 23; Germany; none; one; Albert Sparalsi and not given; M. Kehoe, priest at St. Mary's Catholic Church; Pio Mimiallo and Maria Rosati, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 26, Number 27: \textbf{Laforge/La Forge, Medard}; 26 February 1889; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Canada; miner; none; Joseph La Forge and Philomena Mandor;

\textbf{Ross, Davina}; Norway, Mich.; 18; Canada; none; none; Joseph Ross and Edevina Lafrenier; Rev. D. Vento, Catholic priest; \textbf{John La Forge} and \textbf{Philomina Vento}, both of Vulcan, Mich.


Volume C, Page 26, Number 29: \textbf{Demarais, Joseph}; 18 February 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 38; Canada; contractor; one; Medard Demarais and Angelica Lasalle;

\textbf{Allard, Philomine [Tifaud]}; Norway, Mich.; 22; Canada; none; one; Narcisse Tifaud and not given; M. Kehoe, priest at St. Mary's Catholic Church; \textbf{Frank Tifaud} and \textbf{Georgina Tifaud}, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 26, Number 30: \textbf{Faline, Jacob}; 23 February 1889; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 23; Austria; engineer; none; Constantine Faline and Catherina Faline;

\textbf{Parolini, Modesta}; Norway, Mich.; 21; Austria; none; none; Romedia [sic] Parolini and Mazansa Bomvicili; Rev. Dom. Vento; \textbf{Augusto Feline} and \textbf{Erminio Bertolas}, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 27, Number 33: \textbf{Martell, Joseph}; 25 February 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 30; Canada; tinsmith; one; Joseph Martell and Calina Dolf;
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**Martin, Mary;** Norway, Mich.; 18; Canada; none; none; Archille Martin and Victoria Patri; M. Kehoe, priest at St. Mary’s Catholic Church; Geroge Martin and Victoria Trotier, both of Norway, Mich.


Volume C, Page 27, Number 39: **Bedour, Joe;** 4 March 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Quinnesec, Mich.; 29; Canada; laborer; one; Albert Bedour and not given;

**Straase/Stroose, Emily [Grutzmacher];** Quinnesec, Mich.; 30; Germany; none; one; Ferdinand Grutzmacher and not given; J.S. Keul, Catholic priest; Evarist Bedour and Emeline Beaudready [sic - Beaudry], both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 27, Number 41: **Holland, James;** 9 March 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 33; England; miner; one; Edward Holland and Elizabeth Bennett;

**Uren, Mary Ann [Kneebone];** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 32; England; servant; one; Thomas Kneebone and Mary Thompson; G.H. Whitney, clergymen; John Foyer and Mary Foyer, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 28, Number 50: **Rosendale, William;** 30 March 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Sweden; clerk; none; C.W. Rosendale and ----- Larson;


Volume C, Page 28, Number 55: **Klein, Charles;** 20 April 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; tailor; none; Peter Klein and Annie Anson;

**Kjallgren, Ellen;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Sweden; dressmaker; none; Magnus Kjallgren and Charlotta Sjögren; J.E. Linner, M.G.; M.P. Sallee and Emma Janson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 28, Number 56: **Larson, Gust**; 18 April 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Sweden; butcher; none; Louis Larson and Mary Erickson;


Volume C, Page 28, Number 57: **Franzoa, Francesco**; 31 April 1889; Vulcan, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 29; Austria; miner; none; Antonio Franzoa and Berta Guiseppe;

**Franzoa, Louisa**; Vulcan, Mich.; 31; Austria; none; none; Luigi Franzoa and Louisa Beda; Dominico Vento, Catholic priest; **Joseph Franzoi and Rosa Petrotti**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 28, Number 58: **Hallgren, Edward**; 20 April 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 26; Sweden; miner; none; Franz Anderson and Anna E. Malmqvist;

**Person, Mathilda**; Norway, Mich.; 25; Sweden; domestic; none; Per O. Larson and not given; John E. Linner, M.G.; F. Johnson and Mrs. F. Johnson, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 28, Number 60: **Lundgren, Nels**; 27 April 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 31; Sweden; miner; none; Peter Lundgren and not given;

**Jonson [sic - Johnson], Carrie**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; servant; none; John Johnson and not given; Otto Högfeldt, M.G.; O. Wiklund [Wicklund] and Maria Wiklund [Wicklund], both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 29, Number 64: **Strick, Thomas**; 27 April 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; England; miner; none; William Strick and Lovedy James;


Volume C, Page 29, Number 68: **Moore, William**; 1 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Waucedah, Mich.; 23; Canada; laborer; none; George Moore and Victoria Reath;

**Gristoe, Agnes**; Quinnesec, Mich.; 18; Marinette, Wis.; none; none; not given; J.S. Keul, Catholic priest; Pat McCarthy, of Norway, Mich., and Rose Gristoe, of Quinnesec, Mich.

Volume C, Page 29, Number 69: **Walsh, William**; 27 April 1889; Norway, Mich.; Ishpeming, Mich.; 25; England; miner; one; William Walsh and Mary E. Libus;
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Walsh, Jane; Norway, Mich.; 28; England; lady; none; Henry Walsh and not given; Alexis Patenaude, J.P.; William John Walsh and Richard Stanton, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 29, Number 72: Pascoe, James; 2 May 1889; license returned -- not executed; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; England; miner; one; Richard Pascoe and Katie Marshall;

Challace, Emma Jane; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Canada; servant; none; James Challace and not given

Volume C, Page 29, Number 73: Mellon, Peter J.; 29 April 1889 [date of license]; not given; Norway, Mich.; 27; Canada; bartender; none; John Mellon and ----- Braxpley;

Giesan, Agnes; Vulcan, Mich.; 20; Wisconsin; none; none; Hubbard Geisen and not given; no other information given

Volume C, Page 29, Number 74: Kulberg, Charles; 10 May 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; Charles Kulberg and Catharina Karlson;

Anderson, Clara; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; servant; none; not given; J.E. Linner, M.G.; W. Hammerlund and Elin Anderson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 30, Number 76: Bennett, Samuel; 8 May 1888 [sic - 1889]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 32; England; miner; none; William Bennett and Mary Sobia;

Moyle, Decenda Annie [Tremewen]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; England; none; one; George Tremewen and Eliza Gilbert; David Bergeron, J.P.; William Tremewen and Nellie Tremewen, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 30, Number 79: Dohomann, George; 3 July 1889; Norway, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Germany; painter; none; Louis Dohomann and Helena Engelking;


Volume C, Page 30, Number 80: Bredesen, George; 31 May 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 27; Norway, Europe; engineer; none; Brede Olsens and Frine Yahnsen;
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Myre, Jenny; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Norway, Europe; servant; none; Louis Myre and Severine Pedersen; G.H. Whitney, M.G.; Charlie Carlson and Trine Peterson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 30, Number 81: Vangoethem/Vangoethen, Peter; 15 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; Belgium; miner; none; Frank Vangoethen and Cecilia Droglott;

Dierinks, Mary; Norway, Mich.; 24; Belgium; none; none; Joseph Dierinks and not given; Rev. F.X. Becker, Catholic priest of Ironwood [sic], Mich.; Aug. Van Penbroeck and Charles Stais, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 30, Number 82: Walker, John L.; 22 May 1889; North Branch, Lapeer County, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 54; Scotland; minister of the gospel; one; Charles Walker and Isabel Anderson;

Lake, Addie M.; North Branch, Mich.; 30; New York; dressmaker; none; Jehiel Lake and Charity Brown; A.P. De Sony, Methodist Episcopal Church pastor; Erwin Lake and Tilla Lake, both of North Branch, Mich.

Volume C, Page 30, Number 83: Vernimmen, Louis; 15 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 33; Belgium; laborer; none; Louis Vernimmen and Barbara Vernimmen;

Van Pembroek, -----; Norway, Mich.; 31; Belgium; servant; none; Philip Van Pembroek and Teresa Vandervelden; F.X. Becker, Catholic priest of Ironwood [sic], Mich.; Isadore Groosen and Peter Van Miegen, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 30, Number 84: Orlis, Bortolo; 20 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 26; Austria; miner; none; Pietro Orlis and not given;

Betiga [Bettiga], Antoinette; Norway, Mich.; 29; Austria; servant; none; Pietro Betiga and not given; Alexis Patenaude, J.P.; Bortolo Bund and Johannie Calise, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 30, Number 85: Gorneau, Alphonse; 27 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Canada; trademan; none; Bernard Gorneau and Anastasie Mortall;
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**Perigney, Derumine;** Norway, Mich.; 17; Canada; none; none; Albert Perigney and Elmire Perau; Rev. M. Kehoe, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; **Henry Perigney**, of Iron Mountain, Mich., and **Victoria Trotier**, of Norway, Mich.

**Volume C, Page 30, Number 89:** **Belleville, Leon;** 27 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 23; Canada; laborer; none; Leon Belleville and not given; **Minon, Cordelia;** Norway, Mich.; 19; Canada; none; none; Gilbert Minon and Zeriel Pellerin; Rev. M. Kehoe, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; **Octavieu Bordeleau**, of Vulcan, Mich., and **Armeline Beaudry**, of Norway, Mich.

**Volume C, Page 30, Number 90:** **Plourde, Nazarre;** 27 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 21; Canada; laborer; none; Peter Plourde and Rose Antille; **Ayotte, Virginie;** Norway, Mich.; 16; Canada; none; none; Derick Ayotte and Philomene Groleau; Rev. M. Kehoe, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; **Alfred Ayotte**, of Vulcan, Mich., and **Mary Plourde**, of Norway, Mich.

**Volume C, Page 30, Number 91:** **Plourde, Archille;** 27 May 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Canada; laborer; none; Peter Plourde and Rose Antille; **Lafreniere [LaFreniere], Margaret;** Norway, Mich.; 18; Canada; none; none; Louis Lafreniere and Mary Ann LeMire; Rev. M. Kehoe, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; **Amable Lafreniere** and **Anna Lafreniere**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

**Volume C, Page 31, Number 97:** **Curry, John;** 3 June 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Canada; laborer; none; Martin Curry and Mary Long; **Balduck, Alice;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Canada; servant; none; Noe Balduck and not given; J.S. Kuel, priest; **John Kullehas** and **Rose Leman**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

**Volume C, Page 31, Number 99:** **Bengtson, Adolph;** 15 June 1889; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 27; Sweden; miner; none; Anton Bengtson and Ingrid Andersdotter; **Anderson, Mathilda;** Norway, Mich.; 21; Sweden; domestic; none; A. Anderson and not given; John L. Walter, M.E.; **Andrew Isberg** and **May Isberg**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

**Volume C, Page 31, Number 100:** **Arbour, Mathias;** 8 June 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Canada; plasterer; none; Wibain Arbour and Donalda Person;
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Supremon, Mary; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 16; Oconto, Wis.; none; none; Peter Supremon and not given; John A. Keul, priest; Gilbert LaPage and Francis Ayotte, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 31, Number 101: Hohaesal [Heheisel], Joseph; 15 June 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 30; Germany; salesman; none; John Hohaesal and Mary Alfman;

Yeager, Teresia; Vulcan, Mich.; 21; Germany; none; none; Frank Yeager and not given; Thomas Hay, J.P.; Charles H. Treiber and Minnie Treiber, both of Norway, Mich.


Olson, Annie Mary; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Sweden; servant; none; Olof Olson and Johanna Nilson; Gust Lindquist, M.G.; John Karlson and Mrs. Johanna Karlson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.


Lindgren, Elin Sofia; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; servant; none; Adolph Lindgren and Johanna Person; Gust Lindquist, M.G.; C. Friestrom [Friestrom] and E. Friestrom, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 32, Number 107: Lind, Charles; 15 June 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; miner; none; Andrew Lind and Annie Larson;

Olson, Mathilda; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; servant; none; Olie [Ole] Olson and Mary Olson; Gust Lindquist, M.G.; Gustof Band and Anna Band, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 32, Number 109: Trudell, Fabian; 20 June 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Green Bay, Wis.; attorney at law; none; F. Trudell and Olive Trudell;

Foster, Mary J.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Jamestown, Penn.; none; none; Edward P. Foster and Josephine Phillips; H.M. Tyndall, clergyman; L.W. Foster and Miss M.E. Phillips, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 32, Number 112: Carron, Peter; 24 June 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 28; Canada; laborer; none; Francis Carron and Basilice Dionne; Nellis, Sarah; Norway, Mich.; 22; Green Bay, Wis.; none; none; August Nellis and Therrise Prunette; M. Kehoe, Catholic priest; Ciprian Marion and Thomas LeClerc, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 32, Number 113: Gingras, Charles; 24 June 1889; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 21; Canada; laborer; none; Francis Gingras and Eugenie Mascotte; Paquette, Clara; Norway, Mich.; 18; Canada; none; none; Louis Paquette and Clotilde Jamville; M. Kehoe, Catholic priest; Louis Paquette, of Norway, Mich., and Xavier Gingras, of Vulcan, Mich.


Volume C, Page 32, Number 117: Tifaud, George; 8 July 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 19; Canada; laborer; none; Narcisse Tifaud and not given; Dehait, Permillia; Norway, Mich.; 16; Canada; none; none; Joseph Dehait and Sophia Robillard; M. Kehoe, Catholic priest; Sifroi Roi and Amanda LeBlanc, both of Vulcan, Mich.
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Rivenburg, Carrie B.; Norway, Mich.; 19; Ripon, Wis.; none; none; Edward Rivenburg and Annie Cullings; James Hosking, deacon of the Methodist Episcopal Church; J.E. Sorter and Charles Symons, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 32, Number 119: Kennedy, Cornelius; 9 July 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 25; Canada; laborer; none; Henry Kennedy and Mary Fitzgibbon; Cox, Emma; Norway, Mich.; 30; Canada; none; none; Patrick Cox and Mary Ryan; M. Kehoe, priest; Joseph Cox, of Escanaba, Mich., and Theresa Bush, of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 33, Number 130: Massie, Ferdinand; 22 July 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 32; Canada; laborer; none; Isadore Massie and not given; Prudhomme, Mary Louise; Norway, Mich.; 19; Canada; none; none; Charles Prudhomme and Victoria Marchand; M. Kehoe, priest; Charles Prudhomme and Isadore Massie, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 34, Number 137: Gerondale, John; 27 July 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Bagley, Mich.; 27; Door County, Wis.; jobber; one; Charles Gerondale and Catherine Neville; Lemence, Annastazie; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Brown County, Wis.; none; none; Ferdinand Lemence and Gosticia Fountina; J.S. Keul; Martin Lemence and Gusta Laforge, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 34, Number 138: Snell, John; 1 August 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 27; Sweden; grocery clerk; none; Gustaf Snell and Elizabeth Johnson; Risbey, Susanna E.; Norway, Mich.; 18; Sweden; domestic; none; Anders Risbey and Sophia Risbey; K.J. Bohlin, Swedish Methodist Episcopal Church; A.C. Pedersen and Mrs. Christina Pedersen, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 34, Number 140: Moroni, Valentin; 10 August 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Italy; miner; none; Paschal Moroni and Marie Balsarini [Balzarini]; Moroni, Louisa; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 18; Italy; none; none; Antone Moroni and not given; J.S. Keul, pastor; Andrew Moroni and Ambrose Moroni, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
MENOMINEE COUNTY MARRIAGE RECORDS (1878-1891)  
FOR TOWNSHIPS NOW LOCATED IN DICKINSON COUNTY, MICHIGAN

The following marriage records have been transcribed by the Dickinson County Genealogical Society from the County Clerk's Office, Menominee County Courthouse, Menominee, Michigan. Information is recorded in the following order: volume, page, number of license, name of groom, date of marriage, place of marriage, residence of groom, age of groom, birthplace of groom, occupation of groom, names of groom’s parents (if included), name of bride, residence of bride, birthplace of bride, occupation of bride, names of bride’s parents (if included), name of official performing the marriage, name and residence of witnesses, date of record. Names appear as written. When illegible, possible alternate spellings are given. The correct spelling of a surname known to have been misspelled appears in brackets.

Volume C, Page 34, Number 145: Johnson, Lars P.; 12 August 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 32; Sweden; miner; none; John Erickson and A.M. Johnson; 
Peterson, Josephina M.; Norway, Mich.; 26; Sweden; none; none; Peter Peterson and Anna Gustafson; John E. Linner; Mrs. John Quarnstrom and J. Granlund, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 34, Number 147: Ryberg, Andrew G.; 19 August 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 29; Sweden; miner; none; John Johnson and Christine Johnson; 
Djuplin, Johanna; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 30; Sweden; servant; none; P.E. Djuplin and Annie Djuplin; John E. Linner, M.G.; Carl Norgren and Mrs. Carl Norgren, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 35, Number 152: Makin, Giovanni; 20 August 1889; Vulcan, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 40; Austria; laborer; none; Domenico Makin and Mary Martinelli; 
Marquetti [Marchetti], Mary; Norway, Mich.; 32; Austria; servant; none; Pietro Marquetti and Catarina Janis; D. Vento, priest, St. Barbara’s Catholic Church; Graziana Marchetti and Francesca Marchetti, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 35, Number 153: McCrystal, Patrick; 26 August 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 42; Canada; laborer; none; James McCrystall [sic] and Elizabeth Tracy; 
Bencur, Augusta [Crier - Kreier]; Norway, Mich.; 24; Michigan; servant; one; Mathew [sic] Crier and Kate Kugler; M. Kehoe, priest, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; Mathew Wirth, of Norway, Mich., and Ida Kreier, of Michigamme, Mich.

Volume C, Page 35, Number 155: Peterson, Charles E.; 24 August 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; John Peterson and C. Erikson; 
Peterson, Pauline; Norway, Mich.; 18; Norway, Europe; none; none; Peter Peterson and H.C. Johnson; John L. Walker, Methodist Episcopal pastor; Fred Wickstrand and Annie Warn, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 35, Number 160: Larson, Seth; 28 August 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; laborer; none; Nels Larson and Christina Larson; 
Anderin, Lena; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Sweden; servant; none; Eric Anderin and not given; J.D. Linner, M.G.; Alfred Larson and Frans Larson, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 35, Number 165: Sapco, Joseph; 8 September 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Hungary; miner; none; John Sapco and Maria Lixon;
Falini, Mary; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 18; Hungary; none; none; Michael Falini and Catharina Ketchen; J.S. Keul, pastor; Ed Tamasso and Mary Scrivanni, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 36, Number 166: Nelson, August; 11 September 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; carpenter; none; G. Nelson and Sarah Betic;
Bengtson, Christina; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 18; Sweden; none; none; John Bengtson and Annie Bengtson; G. Lundquist, M.G.; Carl Gillberg and Mina Gillberg, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 36, Number 169: Bjork, Daniel; 15 November 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 22; Sweden; miner; none; Peter Bjork and L.C. Peterson;
Danielson, Augusta; Norway, Mich.; 21; Sweden; none; none; Daniel Johnson and not given; A. Sigurdsson, Swedish Methodist Episcopal Church; Anders Petersson and Mathilda Petersson, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 36, Number 171: Tomasso, Edward; 25 September 1889; [license returned; not executed]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Hungary; miner; none; Michael Tomasso and Mary Badinski;
Scrivanni, Mary; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 16; Hungary; none; none; Jacob Scrivani [sic] and Mary Vogar [See Number 190.]

Volume C, Page 36, Number 175: Casper, John; 22 September 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Hungary; miner; none; Martin Casper and Mary Lack/Lock;
Stair, Julia; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 16; Hungary; none; none; Charles Stair and not given; J.A. Saurial, assistant pastor; John Vravel/Vrabel and Ease Moher, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 36, Number 178: Ahlberg, Andrew; 10 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Sweden; miner; none; Per O. Ahlberg and Brita Insdotter;
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**Person, Emma;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; none; none; Per Person and not given; A. Mellander, M.G.; **Charles Erickson and Mrs. Hannah Erickson,** both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 36, Number 179:  **Terrill, William A.;** 21 October 1889; [license returned; not executed]; Norway, Mich.; 22; Delaware, Mich.; fireman; none; Stephen Terrill and Eliza Richards;

**Sewell, Sarah J.;** Norway, Mich.; 19; England; none; none; Thomas Sewell and not given

Volume C, Page 37, Number 181:  **Wilson, John;** 26 September 1889; Menominee, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; England; miner; none; Henry Wilson and Elizabeth Steax [?];

**Fell, Beatrice Annie;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 19; England; none; none; William Fell and Kate Cocking; H. Hillemann, Lutheran pastor; **Emil Tagatz and Mrs. Otelia Hilleman,** both of Menominee, Mich.

Volume C, Page 37, Number 183:  **Megher/Wegher, Ladovico;** 30 September 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 24; Austria; miner; none; Louis Megher [?] and Mary Ten;

**Segatta/Segetta, Anna;** Norway, Mich.; 18; Saxony; dressmaker ; none; Frank Segatta and Sophia Bernhard; Patrick Flanagan, J.P.; **L. Parolini and Joseph Borwin,** both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 37, Number 184:  **Massie, Harminas;** 30 September 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 26; Canada; laborer; none; Isadore Massie and Mathilda Charboneau;

**Arsenaux, Albertine;** Norway, Mich.; XX; Menominee, Mich.; none; none; Louis Arsenaux and Caroline Beaudette; M. Kehoe, priest, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; **Ferdinand Massie and Louis Arsenaux,** both of Quinnesec, Mich.

Volume C, Page 37, Number 185:  **Carlson, C.A.;** 5 October 1889; Twin Falls, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sweden; engineer; none; Charles Carlson and Carolina Carlson;

**Peterson, Tima [Tina - ?] Louisa;** Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Norway, Europe; servant; none; parents not given; Carl O. Almen, M.G.; **Olous Mijre and Karin Severine Mijre,** both of Twin Falls, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 37, Number 189: **Cornish, William C.**; 3 October 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Milwaukee, Wis.; engineer; none; William Cornish and Margaret Connor; **Potter, Josie**; Green Bay, Wis.; 19; Green Bay, Wis.; none; none; parents not given; David Bergeron, J.P.; **W.G. Durand and F. Dupond**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 37, Number 190: **Gagnon, George**; 6 October 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Hungary; miner; none; Michael Gagnon and not given; **Scrivani, Mary**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 16; Hungary; none; none; Jacob Scrivani and Mary Vorga/Vargo; J.S. Keul; Mich. Svaewillin [?] and Gertie McCormick, both of Iron Mountain, Mich. [See Number 171.]


Volume C, Page 37, Number 194: **Mazuka, Paul**; 12 October 1889; Norway, Mich.; Vulcan, Mich.; 28; Poland; laborer; none; Martin Mazuka and Catarina Kawiski; **Daddock, Appolonia**; Vulcan, Mich.; 18; Poland; servant; none; Joseph Daddock and Caterina Ternadski; John Chebul, priest, Crystal Falls, Mich.; **Jacob Stozarczek and Francisco Gumenia**, both of Vulcan, Mich.

Volume C, Page 38, Number 196: **Chuilla, Fred**; 11 October 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Italy; laborer; none; Brissio Chuilla and not given; **Dannisson, Minnie**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; Canada; none; none; James Dannison [sic] and not given; David Bergeron, J.P.; **Antonio Demattes and Albino Piciano**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
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Volume C, Page 38, Number 207: **Miller, Charles A.**; [license returned and filed 11 November 1889; not executed]; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 31; England; carpenter; none; James P. Miller and Caroline Boohal; **Segarttir, Augusta**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 17; Germany; none; none; Frank Segarttir and not given

Volume C, Page 38, Number 208: **Hanson, John**; 1 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 25; Norway, Europe; clerk; none; Hans Hanson and not given; **Mattson, Ida**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; none; none; A. Mattson and not given; A. Mellander, M.G.; **Nels Christianson** and **August Magnuson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 38, Number 209: **Engblom, John**; 9 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; none; John J. Engblom and not given;
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**Larson, Carolina**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; servant; none; Bengt Larson and not given; A. Mellander, M.G.; **P. Peterson** and **Erick Larson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 39, Number 217: **Erickson, Gust**; 2 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Sweden; miner; none; Erick Erickson and not given;

**Axelson, Lara**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; servant; none; Axel Axelson and not given; G. Lundquist, M.G.; **Maurita Olin** and **Maria Olin**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 39, Number 218: **Oliver, William**; 2 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 22; England; miner; none; John Oliver and Adeline Vincent;


Volume C, Page 39, Number 219: **Englund, Nels**; 2 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; miner; none; Per Englund and not given;

**Olson, Martha**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; servant; none; Gust Olson and not given; A. Mellander, M.G.; **A.P. Erickson** and **Emma Erickson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 39, Number 222: **Emanuelson, John**; 8 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 28; Sweden; miner; none; Emanuel Emanuelson and Anna Anderson;

**Anderson, Lotta**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Sweden; servant; none; Andrew Anderson and Johanna Victoria [?]; G. Lundquist, M.G.; **Leander Thompson** and **Vendla Thompson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 39, Number 224: **Noss, Olof**; 8 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 44; Sweden; miner; one; Christopha [sic] Noss and not given;

**Nilson, Emma**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 43; Sweden; boarding house; one; parents not given; A. Mellander, M.G.; **Gustaf Johnson** and **Mathilda Johnson**, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.
Volume C, Page 39, Number 225: **Guiliani, John**; 4 November 1889 [no further information regarding the marriage, suggesting that the license was not executed]; Norway, Mich.; 26; Austria; miner; none; Louis Guiliani and Rosa Paris; **Bertolie [Bertoldi - ?], Maddalena**; Norway, Mich.; 21; Austria; dressmaker; none; Alexander Bertolie and Agatie Tassisauc


Volume C, Page 40, Number 231: **Solomonson, John T.**; 23 November 1889; Houghton, Calumet County [sic], Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 21; Michigan; clerk in store; none; Peter Solomonson and Annie Simonson; **Sundstrom, Enny F.**; Calumet, Mich.; 19; Michigan; none; none; Charles Sundstrom and not given; C.J. Carlson, M.G.; **Victor Peterson and Anida Peterson**, both of Calumet, Mich.

Volume C, Page 40, Number 232: **Gendron, Frank**; 26 November 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 40; Canada; laborer; one; Catisti Gendron and Rachalle Dupuis; **Lambert, Mary [Pariseau]**; Norway, Mich.; 22; Canada; servant; one; Joseph Pariseau and Isabel Garverte; M. Kehoe, priest, St. Mary’s Catholic Church; **Joseph Joly and Anna Pariseau**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 40, Number 235: **Lowry, Richard**; 19 November 1889; Norway, Mich.; Norway, Mich.; 38; England; miner; one; Henry Lowry and Marie Lowry; **Trottier, Victoria**; Norway, Mich.; 18; Canada; servant; none; James Trottier and Christine Dubois; M. Kehoe, priest; **Narcisse Garneau and Emma Laplante**, both of Norway, Mich.

Volume C, Page 40, Number 237: **Quist, Jacob**; 29 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 20; Sweden; miner; none; Andrew Quist and not given;
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**Lidbeck, Anna**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 23; Sweden; none; none; parents not given; A. Mellander, M.G.; Charles Asp and Mrs. Gertrude Asp, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 40, Number 238: **Branza/Brazo, Michael**; 28 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 40; Hungaria; miner; one; John Brazo and not given;  
**Osare, Mary**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 26; Hungaria; none; none; parents not given; J.A. Sauriol, assistant pastor; John Yellowsack, of Iron Mountain, Mich., and not given

Volume C, Page 40, Number 239: **Larson, Lars**; 29 November 1889; Iron Mountain, Mich.; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; miner; none; Lars Larson and not given;  
**Johnson, Tinne**; Iron Mountain, Mich.; 24; Sweden; none; none; parents not given; A. Mellander, M.G.; Olaf Skoglund and Mrs. Anna Skoglund, both of Iron Mountain, Mich.

Volume C, Page 40, Number 244: Gabardi, Angelo;